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power or beauty, the Regal 42 Grande Coupe was designed to escalate what it means to indulge
in ultimate entertainment and relaxation. Thanks to the advancements in boat building
technology we are able to craft our boats lighter, stronger and with a perfect glass to resin ratio,
every single time. This means better fuel economy, higher performance, and a greater peace of
mind. This innovative sprawling layout seamlessly blends the upper salon and aft patio into one
immense open space. As you walk down the hardwood stairs, you will immediately be
surrounded by the atrium's sense of spaciousness and an abundance of natural light. The
forward stateroom is unrivaled. An island California queen bed is set at the perfect height and
has full walk-around space for easy entry. The aft stateroom raises the bar as the largest in its
class. A full size king bed with plenty of walk around space can easily be converted into two
twin beds. The Gray Water System drains all gray water into the holding tank, perfect for
waterways that require gray water storage. If you are headed a few miles off the coast, the
overboard discharge allows you to empty the tank in minutes. Versatility is at your fingertips,
thanks to the convertible bed in the aft stateroom that converts from a king bed to twins.
Choose which comforter set comes with your Regal. Add a refrigerator to your refreshment
center so you can keep your groceries and drinks cold and fresh. Customize your 42 for your
needs. Choose either a refreshment center or a second head in the cabin. Stay out of the
elements in the aft cockpit while maintaining a great view thanks to the Cockpit Isinglass
Enclosure option. Convert your upper salon from a dining area to a sleeping area with the salon
table and filler cushions. No more tying and untying knots. Attach boat fenders quickly and
securely with these fender clips. Looking for a bigger underwater platform? Opt for the
Hydraulic Swim Platform and submerge your entire platform underwater. This option requires
IPS engines to be selected. With the touch of a button, gently submerse the platform underwater
for easier water and boat entry. Sharpen your radar picture with high definition performance.
The radar offers a whole new level of radar scanning capability. The standard battery charger
will keep your starting and house battery fully charged when you have the shore power plugged
in. The standard cruise package means your next Regal comes complete with fenders, dock
lines, life vests, first aid kit, boat hook, and deck brush. With a single 50' 50 amp dockside
cable, your Regal will be powered up and all system ready to go. The air conditioning system
will keep the cabin cool even on the hottest days or use the reverse cycle heat on the cold ones.
A glass vessel sink is just another example of how Regals feature the latest trends with a classy
touch. The forward stateroom features a full sized queen that was built at the perfect height for
easily getting in and out of bed. Enjoy your tv without compromising on the view. Simply lower
your TV from the ceiling with the touch of a button. While lighter and stronger, this liner ensures
that all water will flow to the appropriate drain and not be absorbed. Enjoy the freedom to
control your audio entertainment from anywhere on your boat. A spacious cockpit that extends
fully aft for unrestricted views and an unreal sense of openness. The captain's chair not only
has plenty of space for two, but also slides back and forth for ultimate comfort. When you're

ready to take command, the twin binnacle controls place all the horsepower at your fingertips.
The 22" display layout is fully customizable so that you can decide when, where, and how the
information is presented for the utmost enjoyment at sea. Navigation is made easy with the
latest tec
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hnology integrated into the standard Volvo 22" Glass Cockpit with Autopilot. The versatile
foredeck chaise lounge has multiple reclining positions including a flat lay down option making
this the place to be. You'll appreciate the standard foredeck wash down when it's time to give
your yacht a good scrub. Neatly store away fenders, lines, dock brushes, life jackets, and any
other boating accessory you may want to bring along. Thanks to the advancements in boat
building technology we are able to craft our boats lighter and stronger every single time.
Diamond MarineTred is incorporated into the mold for a superior finish. It's less abrasive and
easier to clean. The remote helm controlled spotlight makes navigating at night as easy as
possible. Choose from flood mode or spot. The 4-rung swim platform ladder is recessed
beneath a fiberglass hatch, keeping it safely tucked away when not in use. The transom shower
will help keep the salt out of the cockpit and can give the body a good rinse.

